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Senate Changes
Are Proposed
At the October 26, 1982 Stu
dent Senate meeting five pro
posed Constitutional Amend
ments were approved. These
proposed amendments will be
voted on by the Student Body in
conjunction with the Home
coming Election. Voting will
take place on Wednesday and
Thursday, November 10 and 11,
from 9:30AM to 4:15PM in
front of Serra Hall, and from
4:30PM to 6:30PM in front of
the main cafe. The following
are the proposed amendments
as they will appear on the
ballot.
Amendment I: If passed this
amendment would create an Ex
ecutive Board position known
as the Secretary of Student
Organizations. This officer
would be last in order of suc
cession to the Presidency. The
Secretary of Student Organiza
tions would act as Chairperson
of the Inter-Club Council and
be responsible for presenting
the views of the Clubs and Stu
dent Organizations to the Stu
dent Senate and the A.S.B. as a
whole. This amendment would
eliminate the present appointed
position of the Inter-Club
Council.
Amendment II: If passed this
amendment would add the fol
lowing provision to the Consti
tution:
In the case of an A.S.B. of
ficer giving advance notice of
resignation the Student Senate
shall institute procedure to fill
the future vacancy. The future
vacancy will be filled by persons
petitioning a minimum of fifty
(50) signatures from his/her
class members and by a simple

majority vote of the Senate. In
the event that no petitions are
received a new appointment
shall be proposed by the Presi
dent and approved by the
Senate, passing with a simple
majority vote. During the
period from announced resigna
tion to actual resignation, the
newly appointed officer shall
serve in an apprenticeship ca
pacity under the supervision of
the officer, but will not assume
the full authority of their office
until the date of actual resig
nation.
Amendment III: This amend
ment would eliminate the fol
lowing member of the Student
Senate:
A representative elected by
the Greek Social Organizations
in an election conducted by the
Greek Social Organizations.
Amendment IV: The present
A.S.B. Constitution provides
for expulsion of any member of
the Student Senate who is ab
sent from two (2) consecutive
Senate meetings without a vali
dated excuse. If passed this
amendment would delete the
word "consecutive", allowing
for the removal of any member
of the Student Senate who is ab
sent from any two Senate
meetings without a validated ex
cuse.
Amendment V: This amend
ment, if passed, would expand
the Student Court from its pres
ent membership of six (6) Asso
ciate Justices to eight (8) Asso
ciate Justices. It would require
that two be selected from each
of the four Undergraduate
classes.

Michael Rish, Torero receiver, was awarded a $1000 Chevrolet Sports Scholarship for his per
formance in the Occidental Game. Pictured are (l-r): Fr. Patrick Cahill, President Author
Hughes, Steve McEvoy, Chevrolet representative, and Michael Rish. Photo by Chris Gualtieri.

T.G. Cancellation Explained
As a result of two accidents
involving personal injuries
which occurred during and fol
lowing the October 8, 1982
TGIF, claims have been made
against the University. On Oc
tober 27, at 11 AM, Tom
Burke, Vice President for Stu
dent Affairs called a meeting to
discuss the issue of the increased
liability of the University and of
the ASB relative to the TG's.
Present at the meeting were
Tom Cosgrove, Associate Dean
of Students; Barbara Schmitz,
Assistant Director of Student
Activities; Skip Walsh, Director
of Residence Life; Vince Guilin,
ASB President; Carolyn Emme,
ASB Vice President; and Mike

Wisniewski, ASB Social Chair
man. After some discussion, a
mutual decision was reached on
the part of the ASB officers pre
sent and the Office of Student
Affairs that, given the magni
tude of TG events, the Univer
sity can no longer sustain the
liability involved and thus must
cancel all future TG's.
This decision was not based
on any rumors of bad manage
ment on the part of the ASB or
of those individual organiza
tions that helped run the TG's.
Neither was it based on other
discrepancies about the ASB's
permission to hold them.
Rather the decision was based
on the question of University

liability and on the potential
threat to the University's insur
ance coverae.
As part of this same discus
sion, there was a mutual agree
ment on the part of those pre
sent to reexamine the University
alcohol policy and to develop
guidelines for other smaller
events wherein, within the para
meters of the present policy,
alcohol might be served.
At the Student Senate meet
ing on October 28, Mike Wis
niewski, ASB Social Chairman,
read a statement to this effect.
After some discussion the Stu
dent Senate voted to approve
the move by a vote of 17 to 1.

Election '82: The Winners And The Losers
by Tim Durnin
The Republican Party did not
fair well nation wide, as it lost
some 27 House of Represen
tative seats, one Senate seat and
a host of Gubunitorial bids
across the nation. The Demo
cratic party was more than
pleased to ride on the coat tails
of high unemployment, high in
terest rates, and a slow
economy, as they made signifi
cant gains across the nation,
while republicans struggled to
hang on to key senate races.
In California the results were

somewhat surprising as Mayor
Pete Wilson won easily over his
democratic opponent, lame
duck governor, Jerry Brown,
50% to 45%. And after a very
long evening of watching the
figures change, Republican can
didate George Deukmejian was
finally declared the winner of
the Gubinitorial race at about
6:00 the following morning by a
mere 50,000 votes, against a
tough Democratic opponent,
Tom Bradley.
In the race for Lieutenant
governor, democrat Leo Mc

Carthy defeated GOP chal
lenger Carol Hallet. The referendums voted on Tuesday by
Californians showed signs of a
definite conservative trend with
the Gun Control prop. 15,
probably the most important
issue of the referendums,
soundly defeated. Prop. II the
"bottle bill," and the remaining
propositions with the exception
of 12, were doomed to in
evitable defeat, (as of press
time) Proposition #12 deals with
the nuclear arms freeze, and
passed narrowly with a late

night surge.
The local front proved to be,
at the very least, a little un
predictable as far as party lines
go. For congress in the 41st dis
trict Bill Lowery (R) soundly de
feated democratic challenger
Tony Brandenberg by some
40% points. In the controversial
race in the 43rd district, write in
candidate Ron Packard seemed
to have the numbers by early
morning to claim victory,
although pending the comple
tion of the hand count of the
ballots, Packard would not pro

claim victory. The 44th district
held no surprises as who lost
were eager to become involved
in the excitement and congratu
late those who had done it. The
parties went on into early morn
ing, as Republicans basked in
the glory of two big wins.
For tonight, just tonight, they
could bask in the glory of their
victory, for tomorrow they
would have to face the reality
that 27 congressional seats and
7 governorships had been lost,
but that could wait until tomor
row.
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Letters To The Editors
The Logical Side
Dear Editors,
One can only admire John
Brandt ("Humanism vs. Chris
tianity" in the Oct. 28 Vista) for
his audacity in attempting to ar
rive at empirical facts by a
priori methods as well as his re
markable capacity for making
up rules of inference as he goes
along.
As to his logical creativity,
consider his argument against
E.R.A. "The E.R.A. is another
deceptive ploy designed to de
stroy the American family.
They stress equality, but their
real goals can be uncovered
when we assess the meaning of
this statement by a prominent
feminist: 'By the year 2000 we
will, 1 hope, raise our children
to believe in human potential,
not God."
I take it that Brandt is argu
ing as follows: Prominent femi
nist believes that E.R.A. should
be adopted. Prominent feminist
believes that children should not
believe in God. Therefore, if
E.R.A. should be adopted then
children should not believe in
God. But, children should be
lieve in God, hence E.R.A.
should not be adopted.
This argument turns on the
assumption that whenever some
person believes two proposi
tions, say P and Q, we may in
fer that P implies Q. While
there is nothing to prevent
Brandt from adopting such
non-standard inference rules,
having adopted them he is
bound to accept the conse
quences. For example, by the
same reasoning, Brandt should
conclude that some Christians,
like myself, believe that E.R.A.
should have been adopted.
Brandt's own religious views
are enigmatic. While he de
plores recent attempts (which
one never noticed) to "remove
God from the Gettysburg ad
dress" his understanding of
what Christianity is, at best, ec
centric. He seems to have the
extraordinary notion that
nuclear proliferation "free-en
terprise" (sic) and patriotic zeal
are enjoined as articles of faith.
Most Christians, among them
a number of Roman Catholic
bishops, do not share Brandt's
enthusiasm for nuclear arma
ments.
As for the free enterprise sys
tem, Brandt seems to be
unaware that capitalism is a re
cent invention. The earliest
Christians had no truck with it.
"The multitude of them that be
lieve were of one heart and soul:
and not one of them said that
aught of the things he possessed
was his own, but they had all
things common." (Acts iv 32).
Majority of Christians no
longer lived in community. The
church continued to condemn
unrestricted free enterprise. As
Drearmer notes, until the 16th
century the Church steadily
condemned all receiving of in

terest on capital.
"There are indeed two great
economic doctrines which
were not only preached, but
enforced by the Church
courts and accepted by all
businessmen down to the
Age of the Reformation. One
of these was the prohibition
of interest, the other was the
doctrine of 'just price',
which said that a man was
not to ask what he could get
for a thing, but was to de
mand only the just price, viz.
what it ought to make in
order to enable the maker of
it to lead a decent life ac
cording to a recognized stan
dard." (Percy Drearmer
"Socialism and Christianity"
Fabian Socialist Series #1.)
Far from being allied to
Christianity, classic laissez-faire
capitalism received its impetus
from the collapse of Christian
ity during Reformation. This
was recognized by Christian
Socialists during the past cen
tury, Maurice and Kingsley, and
subsequently by Drearmer and
Headlam, to name a few, by
their spiritual descendents to
this day. Many of these declared
that Christianity was not merely
compatible with socialism but
was in fact "the religion of
which socialism is the practice."
Now if by "socialism" is
meant state ownership of the
means of production, this claim
seems to be somewhat extrava
gant since as far as I can see
Christianity does not mandate
any particular economic theory.
Nevertheless it does seem to
commit one to a policy of put
ting down the mighty from their
seat and exhaulting the humble
and the meek, of filling the
hungry with good things and
sending the rich empty away.
(To paraphrase the Virgin Mary
as reported in the Book of Com
mon Prayer). That is, it com
mits one to working to benefit
those who are least well off.
It is an empirical question what
political or economic arrange
ment best achieves these re
sults—whether socialism or a
mixed economy with big
government, big spending, and
big taxes, or the current system
in which the wealth generated
by supply side economics is sup
posed to trickle down to the
poor and the least well off are to
be taken care of through the
voluntary generosity of private
individuals.. .There is no rea
son for rulingout socialism as
unchristian on a priori
grounds, and even less reason to
believe that the only appropiate
way of benefitting those who
are badly off is by private, vol
untary means, since it is obvious
that left to our own devices,
most of us will behave like per
fect pigs most of the time. As
Niebuhr put it, original sin is
the only dogma that has knock
down empirical verification.
Finally, the patriotic zeal
which Brandt commends, like
the free-enterprise system, is a

product of the 16th century
since the modern nation state
too is among those innumerable
calamities associated with the
Reformation, an event my co
religionist Arthur Machen once
aptly characterized as the
"greatest tragedy to befall the
human race since the fall of
man."
Brandt's remarks, therefore
lead me to suspect that he may
be a closet Baptist! 1 only pray
that this is not a symptom of
creeping Protestantism at
U.S.D.!
Yours Faithfully,
H.E. Baber
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

De Sales Expose'
Dear Editor,
Pertaining to the over-reaction toward the article on
DeSales,"The Pub," 1 would
like to state my personal per
ceptions of the intentions of the
article. It would seem to me that
the article was written as a com
ical expose on the male dormi
tory, not intending to criticize
its inhabitants or its directors.
The reaction toward the arti
cle reflected feelings of victims
being deliberately attacked. It
seemed that the readers of the
article took the interpretation
far out of context.
1 can certainly sympathize
with your feelings of pride
toward your humble dwelling
and as I understand it, DeSales
has indeed improved its condi
tions in the past year or two; yet
1 think the writer was merely
sharing her personal experiences
of DeSales during her freshman
year.
It is obvious that the humor
intended was misinterpreted
and it is most unfortunate that
there exists such a lack of flexi
bility. For those interested,
USD now offers a new course
on DERIVING A SENSE OF
HUMOR 101, taught by Father
Dolan. Sign up in DeSales.
Sincerely,
A Concerned Reader

What's The
Consolation?
Dear Editor,
Now that the rest of the TG's
for the schoolyear have been
cancelled, where will the funds
go? Will they be spent on other
means of entertainment for the
student body? Or will they be
hidden away in an emergency
ASB slush fund? I am sure that
many other students are won
dering the same questions. If
each T.G. has been allotted
$1,200 and three have been can
celled for this semester, and if
ASB planned to have six next
semester, then $10,000 is float
ing around ready to be put to
good use.
Christopher Gualtieri
Senior, Biology

More Letters, Page 9

Thev 're Offre
and Running
Runnin
Off
They'
Predictions at press time.. .the furor over many controversial
propositions and contested races will generate a high turnout
for Tuesday's midterm elections. Since the majority of Cali
fornia's registered voters are Democrats, a high turnout will
make their numbers felt at the polls and further strengthen
the sweep by strong Democratic candidates of the executive
branch of state government. In the race for the legislative
branch of the federal government, namely the seat of retiring
Senator "Sleepy Sam" Hayakawa, the Democratic candidate
Jerry Brown will not fare as well as the rest of his party.
"Brown-out" Democrats and Republicans alike will send San
Diego Mayor "Placid Pete" Wilson to Washington and
Governor Jerry "Moonbeam" Brown packing. The salience
and well spent power of opponents of the water reform, bot
tle deposit and gun registration initiatives will ensure their
defeat. The only other controversial initiative that will survive
its powerful critics is the nuclear freeze referendum. Unlike
the other controversial initiatives, both sides of this issue are
evenly matched and the proposition itself is not binding. Its
approval would not make law but merely serve as a refer
endum of opposition to the nuclear arms race and press for
continued negotiations for arms reduction.
Country Club Living...One of the most popular fashion
lines to adorn the status conscious at USD is that of the
"Alcala Country Club" label. Sweatshirts and tote bags
touting USD as the Alcala Country Club and their owners as
its exclusive members are everywhere to see and be seen.
Many other universities share such pretensions of country
club status but have earned more enviable accolades. Students
at Stanford a.k.a. the "Palo Alto Country Club" currently
wear apparel emblazoned with the motto, "Harvard, Stan
ford of the East." Perhaps there is yet hope for USD, "the
Notre Dame of the West."
Polo Pen(dit).. .The insignia for the Alcala Country Club
label depicts a seal of the USD superimposed upon crossed
polo mallets. However, the only polo ponies one sees on this
campus are those from the stables of Ralph Lauren status
wear. A new version of the "Polo" shirt with the insignia of a
polo pony unseating its rider is now being manufactured by a
firm, appropriately enough, named "Get off your high
horse" ~
Beating a dead horse. . . T h e r e c e n t m e e t i n g o f t h e c a l e n d e r i n g
committee which sets the dates of the school calender in vir
tual stone, was the scene of the attempts by faculty represen
tatives to bury Dead Week in a faculty committee for review.
Until the results of this faculty autopsy are released, Dead
Week will be in jeporady. Given the speed that marks the
typical progress of such faculty committees, Dead Week
might be laid to rest for at least a year unless they do their
homework. The Dead Week policy is only but a year old at
USD though it is a timeless tradition at most prestigious uni
versities. The term itself denotes the no-test period before
finals, giving students enough time to adequately and more
fully prepare for and learn their semesters work. The prom
inence of a university starts first in the study halls and not the
athletic fields. If Harvard, Princeton and especially Notre
Dame have similar Dead Weeks, why shouldn't USD? Besides
helping the students manage the increasing academic work
load, it would also give the faculty more time to spend with
their students and to consult their travel agents. RIP.
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Campus Notes
SPANISH CLUB meeting at 12 noon in C120, Nov. 9.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting

on Nov. 11 at 12:15p.m. in C120.
Congratulations Alpha Delta Pi Sorority 5th year anniversary
at USD on Friday Nov. 5th.
Tutoring is available for any Freshman or Sophomore in any
subject free of charge. Interested students should leave their
name, phone number, campus address, and subject they wish
to be tutored in with Mr. Maxwell in Founders 125. Spon
sored by the Educational Opportunity Program.
USD ACCOUNTING SOCIETY and BELTA ALPHA PSI

invites you to dine at The Old Spaghetti Factory, Thursday,
Nov. 11. Entertainment featuring San Diego favorite Pantornimist, Mark Wenzel, and cocktails begin at 6p.m. Dinner
begins at 7p.m. Tickets available at the Nov. 4th meeting
(11:45, S.B. 120) and at the door for $6.00 per person.
HEY GUYS—Impress your Homecoming date with a
sparkling-clean car for the dance. Members of BETA EPSILON, the pledge class of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity, will
be washing cars, vans, trucks, trailers, and anything elese that
moves for ONLY $1.00 on Thursday, NOVEMBER 11 from
11am until 5pm in the Camino Parking lot. See you there!
USD GOLF CLUB All students interested in joining the golf
club should meet in the fifth floor lounge of DeSales on
Thursday November 4, 1982. This meeting will be held at 5:00
pm. All are encouraged to attend.
Please contact Chris Kanzius or John Napolean in the ASB
office or call Kingston Bowen at 295-2794 and please leave
name and number if you are interested in helping out.
Sign up for November Campus Ministry Retreat Sunday,
November 7th after Mass in front of Founders Chapel. Cost
is $5.00. Commuters can sign up on Friday, November 4th in
Sister Tim's office—Serra Hall 158.
NOVEMBER 10. In the CROSSROADS, don't miss
it...PEOPLE-to-PEOPLE slide presentation and discussion
sponsored by the Catholic Focus Subcommittee and the
Religious Studies Club. Come at 8:00 p.m. and see their re
cent project in Chulucanas, Peru. Issues of social justice and
awareness in the global village will be presented. Sign-ups for
next summer's program will take place afterwards for all in
terested hard working students.
POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL—All interested junior class
women will be welcome at our first practice on Thursday,
November 4 (TODAY), at 3:30 on the West Point.
HOMECOMING FLOAT COMMITTEE—There will be a
meeting for anyone interested in building our prize-winning
junior class float on Thursday, November 4 (TODAY) at
5:00. Meet in the ASB office.
HOMECOMING FLOAT BUILDING PARTY-On Tues
day November 9, there will be a float building party at the
home of Tom Burns in North Rim. Contact Tom or Cindy in
the ASB office for details.
Don't Miss the upcoming art exhibit "A Passion for Detail"
in Founders Gallery. Come to the opening gala, Nov. 9
7-9p.m. and enjoy live music by the Titanics Salon Ensemble,
optional costumes 1850-1925
All interested Senior class women will be welcome at a prac
tice for Powder Puff Football on Sat., Nov. 5., 12:15 at the
Sports Center.

Prop. 3000:
USD Growth

by Kingston Bowen
Election Day '82 has finally
become history. It is a good
thing because everybody is un
derstandably sick of listening to
campaign promises and propo
sitions. But here is one more
proposition that needs every
student's complete attention.
Proposition 3000 has a direct
bearing on the University of San
Diego and on the students who
attend the university now and in
the future. Over the past few
years the population at USD has
grown steadily. The rate of
growth has brought, along with
a larger student body, many
concerns and questions of the
school's policies.
It was promised by the Ad
ministration that the undergrad
uate population will never ex
ceed 3000. A sophomore now, I

was promised this, as many
others were, by an authority
prior to the finish of my high
school career. Now just barely
two years later the promise has
already been broken. The
undergraduate population has
already hit 3100, and larger
numbers are expected.
The Board of Trustees is cur
rently involved in a population
growth planning year. Action
has to be taken to stop or at
least slow the growth of USD.
Proposition 3000 will be on the
Homecoming ballot and will be
aimed at keeping the undergrad
uate population at 3000.
Don't let USD turn into an
other San Diego State. Get out
on either November 10 or 11,
and vote "Yes" on Proposition
3000.

Commentary

What's In A Name?
A Lifelong Friendhsip
by Yareli Arizmendi

Excuse me, what is your
name? Your name please. Will
you please spell your name?
Please wait until your name is
called. May I see an identifica
tion with your full legal name
on it?
Have you ever wondered how
many times you have said your
name in your lifetime? Or how
many people know your name?
Or how many companies have
your name in their lists? (Of
course your mailbox can tell
you that). It seems that if for
any reason you couldn't remem
ber your name, (statistics show
that cases are frequent during
weekends), you would be in a
heap of trouble; nobody would
believe you were you!
So many people say they have
heard about you when they have
only heard your name. They'll
come up and recite some parts
of your last weekend outing that
you would rather forget, as if to
prove they know who you are.
It sometimes happens they were
talking about Sam and Ann
down the hall and you live up
the hall, yet otherwise you will
say, "Well nice to meet you and
what is your name?
So we see it is all in the name;
no name, no you. We continue
now to stress the importance of
liking the name—your name
(hey, it is with you for a lifetime
so you might as well start crea
ting a close friendship between

it and you). It is up to you to de
cide whether you want to thank
mommy and daddy for their
creativity or lack of it, but
nevertheless, your name is there
and one must deal with it.
Sometimes it is easy to love it
or at least like it, but when you
are the owner of one of those
so-called original names, you
have got another thing coming.
Let me share my own ex
perience.
Areli, O Really, Your Elli,
Yarli, YaYa, Relish, Yo, are
part of all the names I have
bom since my parents inno
cently baptized me with the
original and disturbing name of
Yareli. I have, (after an eighteen
year wait) come to accept it, feel
relaxed and original with it and
even like it for more than one
reason.
I recall my Kindergarten
years when the upsetting ques
tion was pronounced by my
classmates with the best of in
tentions:
"What's you name?" they
would ask.
I'd tell myself that it was all a
matter of sounding confident
and they would understand me.
"Yareli," I would reply.
"Ya what?!" would be the
invariable answer.
Slowly I would spell it and
pronounce it ten times getting
angrier and shyer everytime. At
that stage 1 absolutely abhored
my name!

As I grew up I found out that
grown-ups seemed to think it
was a pretty name with a lot of
history to it. So now I was his
tory! It just so happened that
my mother thought she made it
up, but later found out it was
ancient Hebrew and meant
"Forest of my God." Can you
imagine how exciting and in
spiring being history can be for
a nine year old?
But wouldn't you know that a
name as strange as that could be
such a helpful ice-breaker when
my teen years rolled around! 1
recall many times being thank
ful for my name because it gave
me something to talk about and
few minutes more with the gorg
eous "hunk" I was teaching
history to.
Now that 1 am all "Grown
up" I think of my name as a
seal of originality. Some people
still shy away from saying it, al
though they shouldn't. But 1
like it nevertheless. I have learn
ed to laugh about the problems
it causes, (or rather with the
people who cause them!)
Of course there are those of
us who have an original last
name as well as a first name
which makes it a little harder to
adjust, but never impossible.
Since I got my First name
under control I am concentra
ting on my last name: Arzamendi, Arimendi, Erimendi, Armazendi.. .talk to you in eighteen
more years!

Raffle For Funds

Immaculata's 25th Anniversary Coming
by Madeline Quin

The Immaculata's 25th anni
versary is coming up and parish
ioners would like to present a
gift—its completion.
"It's looks done but there are
still some basic detail work,"
said Robert Vorst, member of
the Immaculata Parish Council.
According to Vorst, the stain
glass windows are uncompleted
and the wood-paneling must be
installed in six side chapels. The
blue dome also needs restora
tion work that amounts to
$1400 in repair costs.
Immaculata Pastor Father
James Rankin has initiated a
$2000.00 fund-raising drive. He
hopes the drive will bring about
the church's completion in May
1984, its anniversary.
Part of the drive includes a
drawing directed by Vorst. In
stead of a prize, Vorst said that
the winner will get cash. Fifty
per cent of the money raised in
the raffle will go to the winner,
while the other half proceeds to
the Immaculata.
Vorst says 1500 tickets have
been sold after church masses
since July. In less than two

Rankin has started a special
weeks, five hundred more recip
ients are needed to reach its goal mailing to over 1200 parish
of $2000. Vorst plans to sell ioners and "friends" of the Im
tickets to interested students on maculata. Three categories of
November 9th from 11 a.m. to 3 contributors has been establish
p.m. in front of DeSales. For a ed. All their names will be in
$1 donation, students would re scribed on a memorial plaque
ceive a yellow ticket saying inside the church.
"50/50 Free Drawing-Immaculata Church 25th Anniversary
Fund."
The drawing will be held on
November 14th, after the eleven
o'clock mass at the Im
On Saturday November 6,
maculata. The winner will be
contacted if he/she isn't present San Diego will no longer be a
part of the vast area code of
at the drawing.
714.
Pacific Telephone has
In the past, fund-raising for
the Immaculata included two scheduled to change the past
luaus. Vorst pointed out the 714 to 619, to include all of San
church's ladies have held events Diego county, excluding a small
like drawings, and that the idea section of North County. The
had been circulating in the reason for this change is the in
creasing growth of Southern
parish council for some time.
Vorst hopes people will spon California. There is presently a
sor the drive to help the Im shortage of numbers in the 714
maculata. Although a lot of area, many of which belong to
staff, students and their parents San Diego. The new code will
constitute much of the Immacu double the supply of numbers.
lata's congregation, Vorst esti This ensures that there will be
mates that fifty per cent of the enough numbers available to
people come from outside the meet the needs of" potential
customers in the future.
campus.

San Diego
Is Now
On Its Own
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Film Review

Entertainment

'Burden of Dreams'

by Paul Gordon

Burden of Dreams is a
documentary on the making of
Werner Herzog's Fitzcarraldo,
a movie made in the upper
Amazon jungle of Peru. The
documentary was made because
it was feared that Herzog
wouldn't be able to complete
the film due to hazards and
risks involved with the environ
ment. Originally Jason Robbards and Mick Jagger were
cast in Fitzcarraldo, but Jason
contracted a disease, and Mich
Jagger had to leave to return to
London to work on his new
album for the Rolling Stones,
entitled "Tatoo You."
Enter Klaus Kinski, a well
known German actor and Her
zog once again begins filming
only to have his film set raided
by angry native indians. Burden
of Dreams is about the perilous
gambles taken by Werner Her
zog and his entire film crew in
the making of his strange epic
tale, Fitzcarraldo. For five
years, Herzog was locked in a
desperate struggle to complete
the film, and finally it was
finished.
Burden of Dreams documents
all the setbacks, disasters,
failures and delays involved
with the production of Fitzcar
raldo, which is a surrealistic
adventure about a penniless
Irishman who is obsessed with
Grand Opera, and determined
to build a great opera house in

the Amazon riverport of
Iquitos. The film establishes
itself as one which was shot
under extremely difficult cir
cumstances.
Admittedly, one of the
toughest scenes in the film to
produce, was one in which undreds of indians pull a full sized
320-ton steamship up one side
of a steep hill and down the
other. In Burden of Dreams the
audience feels the suffering that
the film crew endures, people
who are at the mercy of the un
compromising German film
maker, Werner Herzog. It was
rumoured that Herzog was go
ing crazy, and that he was going
to get killed trying finish Fitz
carraldo, and the original title
of documentary filmmaker Les
Blank's film was to be Film Or
Death, but as it turned out,
Herzog survived, so the film
was retitled Burden of Dreams.
Les
Blank's
previous
documentaries include Always

zog trying to create the 'im
possible dream', his film
Burden of Dreams is not only
an exciting documentary, it is
an artistic masterpiece in ranks
with such films as Medium
Cook,
Walkabout
and
Woodstock, which asks
"Should the artist be able to
raise himself above humanity so
that he may create a work of
brilliance?"
Blank captures Herzog's
charismatic charm with im
mense visual realism, as he
shows the director so obsessed
with completing his film that he
is willing to sacrifice his life and
the lives of many members of
his film crew. The film can be
looked upon as a metaphor of
the artist and his nightmarish
struggle with a culture that is The film also shows how Her
new to him. Shortly after Her zog's film crew is kicked out of
zog had begun his film, things one Peruvian village so that he
went berserk.
must transfer all his equipment
For example, one of the to an area over a thousand miles
planes transporting indians away.
For Pleasure, Chulas Fronteras crashed, killing many of them,
Director Les Blank shows
and Garlic Is As Good As Ten and two of Herzog's indian Herzog reciting his views on his
Mothers. His early films began employees were attacked by hate for the jungle, saying
a series of intimate glimpses in members of a hostile tribe; both that..."But I love the jungle,
to the living habits of people got badly injured, a man took against my better judgement."
who live on the edges of an arrow through his throat and
American society; a series that a woman was wounded on her
grew to include Louisiana rural side. Also many internal
French musicians, Chicanos, disputes developed among the
New Orlean blacks, Bay Area indians working on Fitzcar
garlic fanatics and German raldo. One woman was accused
filmmakers. Because of the way of sleeping with another's hus
Les Blank shows Werner Her band. And it goes on and on.
San Diegans can escape for a
weekend to inner and outer
space and earn college credit
while doing it! Writers, stu
dents, or just fans of science fic
Patrons may choose from 10 green corn tamales, flautas, and tion and fantasy will want to at
Garcia's of Scottsdale family
style Mexican restaurant, 3106 combination dinners ranging chimichangas, surrounded by a tend the first annual San Diego
Sports Arena Blvd., has rolled from a Beef Taco or Bean heaping mound of cheese- Science Fiction and Fantasy
back prices on many items 10 to Tostada with Rice and Beans topped refried beans for $6.95.
Workshop at San Diego State
30 percent, according to Scott for $2.95, to Garcia's two plate
Garcia's dessert offerings in University's Montezuma Hall,
O'Neal, general manager.
specials (with portions so
clude Deep Fried Mexican Ice November 12th, 13th, and 14th,
"Because the decrease in the generous they have to be served Cream, one of the restaurant's sponsored by the College of Ex
inflation rate has resulted in on 2 plates), featuring Beef specialties. A traditional Mex tended Studies at SDSU.
lower, more stable food costs, Taco, Cheese Enchilada, Beef ican favorite, the ice cream is
The workshop, which is
we can now pass our savings on Tamale with Sauce and Beans, rolled in a flaked cereal, deep cosponsored by the Reuben H.
or Beef Enchilada Beef Taco,
to the customer," he noted.
fried, and covered with honey, Fleet Space Theater, will feature
In addition, Garcia's of Bean Tostada, Rice and Beans fresh strawberries, and whipped discussions on topics like "The
Scottsdale has introduced an for $6.95. A La Carte items
cream. Other choices are Nature of Science Fiction,"
"all-the-tacos-you-can-eat" begin at $1.95 for a Beef or Sopapillas (fried bread puffs) "Writing for Science Fiction,"
special for $3.99, available Chicken Taco, cheese and for $1.95, Flan (a Mexican and "Sexuality, Sensuality, and
Onion or Cheese and Green custard) for $1.50, and Apple Science Fiction," led by some
nightly during November.
Mexican food aficionados Chilis Enchiladas, or Bean Burro A La Mode, a hot apple- of the nation's leading authors.
have a choice of more than 100 Tostada. Specials start at $3.95 filled dessert topped with ice
San Diegan Theodore
Sturgeon has been a science fic
authentically prepared items for a Sonora Beef Enchilada cream for $2.25.
tion writer for over 40 years,
many of which are made from (handmade corn tortillas fried
Olivia and Julio Garcia's lat and filled with beef, zesty
Garcia's of Scottsdale built focusing in on personal and
red sauce, melted cheese and an enviable reputation in its psychological dimensions of
original 30-year-old recipes.
Garcia's famous South of the onion). Garcia's famous Polio hometown of Phoenix, Ariz., human experience and science.
Border Chimichanga, a shredd Fundido, deep-fried crispy flour with family recipes perfected by He authored two scripts for the
ed beef or chicken burro served tortilla filled with seasoned Olivia and Julio Garcia. The television series Star Trek:
with a choice of sour cream or chicken covered with melted Garcia's opened the first Gar "Shore Leave," 1966; and
cream cheese, was $5,75, and is cheese and served with rice, is cia's restaurant in Phoenix in "Amok Time," 1967. He
now $4.45, a decrease of 23 per available for $6.25.
the mid-1950s. The restaurant developed the concept of the
quickly became a success by "prime directive" for the
cent. Garcia's Combination
A popular way to start a Gar placing its emphasis on strictly popular series.
Dinner #4, two cheese en
He has received both Hugo
chiladas with beef, rice, and cia's of Scottsdale meal is with a fresh foodstuffs resulting in a
beans has been reduced 29 per Garcia's Sampler that includes high quality, authentic Mexican and Nebula Awards for his
miniature shredded beef tacos, meal for every diner.
book Slow Sculpture, 1971. His
cent from $6.25 to $4.95.

Garcia's Rolls Back Prices

Klaus Kinski is also shown hav
ing much contempt for the
jungle, saying "This stinking
jungle...and
we
can't
leave.. .we're under con
tract ... but at least there is all
this beauty to look a t . . . "
Blank has a talent for documen
taries.
Burden of Dreams opens
Nov. 12 at the Ken Cinema.

Science Fiction
Workshop Scheduled
most famous work was his
novel More Than Human, 1953.
Jack Vance began his career
with his first work in 1945, The
World Thinker, from The
Thinking World Series. Since
then, he has produced a vast
collection of science fiction,
fantasies, and mysteries, in
cluding 45 novels, five collec
tions, and more than 30 un
collected magazine and original
anthology studies. He was also
the scriptwriter for the Captain
Video television series in
1952-53.
Other workshop participants
include authors Stephen
Goldin, Jane Tannerhill, and
Kathleen Sky, and SDSU facul
ty member, Dr. Larry McCaffery, professor of English and
Comparative Literature.
Sessions may be attended
separately at a cost of $15 each
or as a series for credit ($70/$65
for student or San Diego Hall of
Science member); or non-credit
($50/$45 for student or SDHOS
member).
For further information and
registration forms, interested
persons snould call SDSU ex
tension, Monday through Fri
day, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 265-5152,
or the Space Theater, 238-1233,
ext. 203.
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From Streetcorners To Stardom
by Jane Knoell
"I've extended the street
mime with 20 people in a circle
to thousands of people," claims
Mark Wenzel. It is no wonder
that this magic magnetism of
the pantomime has brought
Wenzel from a pass-the-hat
Balboa Park street routine, to
the title of "Official Sea World
Mime."
He was once among these
local street corner jugglers,
minstrels, and magicians, but
has indeed risen to the limelight.
Wenzel is listed as one of the
park attractions at Sea World,
warming up audiences before
the marine animal shows. He
has also performed before
headliners such as Johnny
Cash, Helen Reddy, ZZ Top,
Rick Nelson, and an abundance
of county fairs, theaters, night
clubs, colleges, and coffee
houses.
Wenzel combines comical
vaudevillian slapstick and the

professional as he displays the
art of improvising. In a split se
cond, choosing from one of his
100-plus short comedy bits,
Wenzel can draw roars of
laughter from the crowd at the
expense of whomever his quick
and imaginative eye happens to
fall. As a result, people can
laugh at themselves and each
other, putting spirit into any
crowd awaiting the opening of a
show.

classical immortalized routines
of Marcel Marceau. His props
include only one unicycle,
painted white face, and any in
nocent bystander. From there,
he creates enumerable carica
tures, with delightful spontanei
ty of a playful mimic.
Wenzel's talent proves to be

Greek News
Finally.. .the dance you have
all been waiting for!!! The
dance that gives you the chance
to dress up like your favorite
character from M*A*S*H. It's
the annual M»A«S»H BASH,
sponsored by all the Greeks.
This eventful evening will take
place on Saturday, November 6,
1982, from 9:00-1:00 a.m., on

the West Patio near Camino
Hall.
This promises to be an ex
citing evening in which all of the
Greeks have planned together,
so please come and enjoy your
self. All tickets are $1.00, and
all of the proceeds are going
toward Oxfam.

Wenzel assumes different
caricatures at the change of an
instant, from a galloping
cowboy, to a drunken sailor, a
music conductor, to a balancing
act. His creativity is inexhausti
ble, and his material, simply
people. The wonderful and curi
ous attraction that Wenzel br
ings to his audiences in silence,
has swept through hundreds of
different moods, expressions,
and situational quirks that pro
vide humor to the human condi
tion in a matter of moments.
A special event sponsored by
the USD Accounting Society
and Beta Alpha Psi will present
the superb pantomimic talent of
Mark Wenzel at the annual
Spaghetti Dinner, held at Old
Spaghetti Factory. Cocktails,
entertainment, and dinner,
begin at 6:00 p.m. on November
11. Tickets will be on sale for $6
November 4-11 inside the front
entrance of the School of
Business.

SCREAMiNg
COMEDY

EDUCATIONAL
• CENTER
• TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931
Visit Any Center
And See Fer Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

Call Days, Eves & Weekends
2180 Garnet
270-6810

NOVEMBER 11, 8 p.m., CAMINO THEATRE
$1 - USD UNDERGRADS

For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
105 Major US Cities A Abroad
Outside N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782

Grant Captures
Morning Song
by Bonnie Bennett
Strolling through Balboa
Park on my quest for wandering
minstrels, I was drawn to the
sweet sounds of a violin playing
within the corridors. I came
upon a young many who soulfully playing his violin, handl
ing it as if it were gold, and cap
turing the romanticism of the
morning. I was hypnotized and
I sat down to listen. I soon
learned, after a few minutes had
passed, that I was not the only
one appreciative of his music.
The reactions on many faces,
told me what they were think
ing, and I knew they were im
pressed as I.
I assumed that this musician
was another talented street
musician,- who was just sharing
his music for all to hear, but it
turned out that this particular
musician was second principle
with the San Diego Symphony,
and was in the park with the ex
press intention of serenading
joggers who were participating
in the Quarter Note Classic that
morning, an event sponsored by
the symphony.
As people walked or jogged
by, they could not help but
listen to an extraordinary sound
that seemed to fill the whole
park. His violin carried up and
down the streets, as the music
went from different emotional
stages to grab the feelings of
people and make them feel gald
to be alive in Balboa Park so
early in the morning, and made
the jog for the runners a little
more pleasant to jog to, and a
little more bearable for those
who needed to get their minds

off their newly founded hobby.
Nick Grant, 30, graduate of
the Curtis Institute, has been
playing the violin since the age
of four, and has been active in
recording studios in San Diego
and Los Angeles, peformed a
work of Nicolo Paganini, one
of the best violinists in the
world.
Amazement struck me as he
skillfully plucked each note. It
was a far cry from what I'd
been listening to in the USD
dorms. I had gotten to the point
where it seemed that every piece
of music I heard, had some kind
of reggae beat or it was being
played on the nine notch on a
ten capacity stereo. My ears ap
preciated the change also, they
didn't hurt anymore.
Nick used to play in the park
all of the time, says Nick, "I'd
play in the park to get reactions
from people, and I learned what
people liked to hear and what
they didn't." "Most of the
time, I get good reactions from
people."
As a benefit for the San
Diego Symphony, Nick Grant
will be performing Nicolo
Paganini's complete 24
Caprices for violin solos, Opus
1 (the first piece Paganini com
posed), (his most famous
work). Nick will be com
memorating Paganini's 200th
birthday with a solo on Dec. 11
at the Old Globe in Balboa
Park, tickets are available at the
symphony office.
A night sharing Paganini's
music with Grant would be an
exciting night to remember.
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The Dream Syndicate
Taking nightmares and twist
ing them into dreams. That's
The Dream Syndicate. Imagine
yourself stretched out above a
steamy cauldron of white hot
guitar noise. That's The Dream
Syndicate. Imagine a rock 'n'
roll brew distilled from the
following choice ingredi
ents—Bob Dylan, Velvet Un
derground, The Byrds, The
Fall, Iggy Pop, and Blue Cheer.
That's The Dream Syndicate.
Band members have all more
or less resided in California for
the best part of their lives. Steve
Wynn, guitarist/singer/song
writer, met bassist Kendra
Smith when both were studying
English literature at UC Davis.
Steve subsequently met guitarist
Karl Precoda, another English

lit major by strange coin
cidence, who'd been playing
bass with Johanna Went,
through an ad placed by a band
neither ended up playing with.
Kendra contacted drummer
Dennis Duck, famous for his af
filiation with Human Hands
and The Doodooettes. But, for
a while before Dennis joined the
ranks, (precise date of the first
time they played together with
Dennis as The Dream Syn
dicate: December 27, 1981).
Steve, Kendra and Karl had
planned the group as a "Hot
Rocks" cover band, playing
Rolling Stones greatest hits in
perfect side one through side
four order. This concept didn't
last too long.
The Dream Syndicate played

TORERO WEEK
SUNDAY
School mass in Founders Chapel at 7:00 p.m.
MONDAY
Blue and White ice cream social in Lorna's at 9:00 p.m.
TUESDAY
Class float parties—Get together as a class to assembly
Homecoming floats. Watch for details and directions.
WEDNESDAY
Homecoming elections—Please vote!
From 9-4:15 Serra Hall
4:30-6:30 Cafeteria
Noontime Concert—Sponsored by USD Bullpen, featuring
Debbie Fernandez and "Summer Breeze," top 40 and Jazz
music.
Powerpuff football games at West Point field
Freshmen vs. Sophomores at 2:30
Juniors vs. Seniors at 3:15
Championship playoff at 4:00
Film Forum presents "Victory" in Solomon Lecture Hall at
9:00 p.m.
THURSDAY
Homecoming Elections—Please Vote!
From 9-4:15 Serra Hall
4:30-6:30 Cafeteria
Tacky Hat and Tie Day—Contest for the most creative and
obnoxious people in Lorna's at 1:00 p.m. Prizes given
Homecoming Car Wash in the Camino Parking lot from
11-5. Sponsored by Beta Epsilon—Pledge Class to Phi Kappa
Theta, only 1:00.
"Screeming Memes" Sponsored by the Lark. A hilarious
comedy team who annually visits USD and is always invited
back, Camino Theater 8:00 p.m. $1.00
FRIDAY
Blue and White Day—Joint he school spirit and wear your
school colors. BBQ on Fiesta Island—Food, music, bonfire,
etc. Watch for details.
SATURDAY
Homecoming Parade proceeds through the USD campus on
Marian Way at 12:30
Homecoming Game: USD vs. St. Mary's at 1:00 p.m. in the
Torero Bowl.
Homecoming Dance at the San Diego Hilton from 6:30-1:30,
Price is $35.00 per couple.

their first
show at the Club
Lingerie in Hollywood on Janu
ary 24, 1982. Exactly one week
later on January 31, they
recorded four songs in approx
imately two hours for a cost of
one hundred dollars. This tape,
made at a "living room" studio
in Pasadena, was originally in
tended only for demo use. But
Steve and the band decided to
release it themselves instead as a
12" EP on Steve's Down There
label. Several months went by
until, sometime in late summer,
Ruby Records began negotia
tions for an LP with The Dream
Syndicate. Producer Chris D.
(The Flesh Eaters), and engineer
Pat Burnette took the group in
to Quad Teck Studio in the ear
ly weeks of September. The
dream syndicate is available on
"Slash" records and tapes.

Question of the Week
Question by Carol Damon
Photos by Andy Wasa

How do you feel about the cancellation of the
TG's and do you have any suggestions for
alternative events?

Swooper
Junior
Business Admin.

"I think it sucks. Just bring all
of the girls to my house."

Denise Capozzi
Senior
Bus./Comp. Science

"It is a disappointment, but we
know how to cure that being
that the ASB Vice-President is
my roommate. We've moved
them to our place in the valley"

Film Review:

L'Adolescente
by Maire Kelley

We rushed into the Fine Arts
theater, 5 minutes late, and 1
could hear the soft French
spoken as 1 searched in the
darkness for my seat. French
music poured onto the audience
from the screen. It was difficult
at first to read the English sub
titles as the movie carried on but
soon 1 became involved with the
plot. Dated in pre-world war I,
L'Adolescente is a movie about
a young girl becoming aware of
her womanhood. While on va
cation in the beautiful French
countryside, she falls in love
with the village doctor who is 20
years her senior. She goes
through feelings of frustration,
of anxiety, of joy, all combined,
and surrenders herself to her
lover. But the village doctor
does not return her love but
rather carelessly weakens to the
young girls' mother. The young
girl realizes that falling in love is
not as simple as she had per
ceived it to be.
Although L'Adolescente does
not have familiar stars, it does
contain lustrous scenery and a
pleasant atmosphere. This and
the music combined fittingly
carry you through the romance
you would expect from the
French. Though the plot may
not be too complex, it does deal
with human emotions quite
well. The movie is worth seeing
not only for experiencing the ex
quisite French lifestyle (which
hasn't changed much since
then) but also for the reality of
its message.

Lance Ross
Junior
Business Admin.

"Party at Lance's in Leucadia
every Friday."

Margie Hammer
Junior
English

"I don't mind, we'll just party
in DeSales."

Kevin Jennings
Senior
Bus. Economics

"I feel it was a long time in
coming and I feel we should re
place them with inter-class
orgies."
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Candidates For Oueen

Rose Ciernick

Carolyn Emme

Business Economics Major,
Political Science Minor. ASB
Vice-President, Orientation '82
Program Board, Secretary of
Communications. Assistant
Cultural Arts Director, Campus
Ministry, Alcala Women's
Club, Dean's List, Who's Who
Among American College
Students, National Register of
Outstanding College Graduates.
Sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity.

I am a Religious Studies major
and have minors in Music and
Business. I'm a lyric Soprano
and have performed in U.S.D's
musicals and operas. More re
cently I've become involved in
the Mallet Association.

Kiki Foster

Lauren Ledbetter

Sponsored by the Black Student
Union. Secretary BSU; Cheer
leader; Freshman Princess;
Vice-President BSU Supporting
actress in Finian's Rainbow;
Co-Coordinator for Broadway
Play "For Colored Girls."

President: Alpha Delta Pi
sorority, freshman orientation
team '81, board '82, corre
sponding secretary USD ac
counting society.

Sharon Dudek

Senior Queen Candidate spon
sored by Sigma Pi Fraternity.
Alcala
Women's
Club
(coordinator of career develop
ment), Co-Chairperson for
Women's Opportunity Week at
Fashion Valley, American
Marketing Association ('82-83
treasurer), Student Alumni
Association ('82-'83), Orienta
tion Team Leader ('82).
Patti Lindhorst

Homecoming queen candidate.
President of the Zeta Tau Alpha
Fraternity. Other offices held in
the sorority: Music chairman,
Ritual chairman, and Director
of Pledge programming. Bac
chus (81-82); Orientation team
('82); and secretary for the
Alcala Women's Club.

Robin Felice
I am an Accounting major with

a minor in Computer Science. I
am currently involved in the
business fraternity, Alpha Kap
pa Psi, and in the Accounting
Society. 1 also participate in the
functions of the marketing club,
and in the past have been affil
iated with the ski club and com
muter club.

Virginia Stehly

Student Alumni Association,
Homecoming Queen Can
didate, President of Student
Alumni Association. Freshman
Orientation team 3 years,
Orientation Board 2 years. New
member to the Board of
Trustees Community relations
Committee. In the area of
athletics, participated in intercollgient women's crew, 4 years
as captain.
Gloria Blanco

Barkmen candidate for
homecoming queen. Involved
in: Freshman Crew, Orientation
Team 1980 & '82, Campus
Ministry, ASB Senate Record
ing Secretary, "Who's Who
Among American Universities
& Colleges," USD Theatre
(Arsenic & Old Lace, Who's
Afraid of Virginia Wolfe?, and
Guys and Dolls), Spanish Club
(Secretary), Alcala Women's
Club—President.
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Archbishop Possible Commencement Speaker
by Joseph Mulacky
Raymond G. Hunthausen,
Archbishop of Seattle, is very
popular among USD's faculty,
as the annual search for a com
mencement speaker begins. An
inside source, working on the
faculty recommendation commitee, stated that: "the Arch
bishop is by far the most recom
mended person." However,
Hunthausen is a controversial
figure.
In the spring of 1981, the new
Secretary of Defense, Casper
Wienberger came to USD to
speak, during that year's gradu
ation ceremony. The presence
of Wienberger caused an outcry
from many faculty and students
who were aware of the Reagan
administration's policy of mili
tarism. The Archbishop Hunth
ausen stands directly opposite
of Wienberger in ideological
thought.
In 1981 Hunthausen stated,
"1 say with a deep conscious
ness of these words that the Tri
dent [the Navy's newest
"super" nuclear submarine) is
the Auschwitz of Puget
Sound." This, from the Catho
lic spiritual leader of some
750,000 people, many of whom
rely on the military for their
economic well being.
Along with protesting the existance of the Trident Sub
marine, Archbishop Hun
thausen advocates unilaterial
disarmament. He withholds a
portion of his income tax, in
protest of the United States'
nuclear stockpile. The Arch
bishop's position, although
somewhat radical, is based on
traditional Catholic thought.
Vatican II states (The Church
Today, Chapter V, paragraph
81), "The arms race is an utterly
treacherous trap for humanity,
and one which injures the poor
to an intolerable degree. It is
much to be feared...it will
eventually spawn all the lethal
ruin, whose path it is now mak
ing ready." The document fur
ther states (paragraph 82) "It is
our duty to strain every muscle
as we work for the time when all
war can be completely outlaw
ed." With these statements, and
others like them, Hunthausen
and many of his Brother
Bishops, have set out to defeat
the arms race.
Archbishop Hickey, of
Washington D.C. is sheparding
his church as a peace making
community. He recognizes the
source of war as being in the
family, "We need to remember
that the threat to peace does not
begin or end with the question
of strategic weapons... peace is
frequently destroyed in our
homes.. .violent crime, child
abuse, and other forms of vio
lence in the family." Hickey,
like Hunthausen calls upon the
United States to take the initiave in ending the arms race,
"U.S. initiatives and even some
risks may be necessary to break
the spiral of armaments and the
stalemate of the status quo."

Hickey sees that if the U.S. will
take the initiative in disarma
ment, then bilaterial disarma
ment shall follow. In the words
of Mother Theresa of Calcutta,
"The presence of nuclear wea
pons in the world has created
distrust among nations, as it is
one more weapon to destroy
human life—God's beautiful
presence in the world."
Archbishop Hunthausen
joins these crys for peace. His
opposition to the Trident is de
rived from the atomic bombing
of Hiroshima in 1945: "That
awful event and its successor at
Nagasaki sank into my soul, as
they have sunk into the souls of
us all, whether we recognize it
or not."
In August of this year, the
Trident submarine (the USS
Ohio) made its way into Puget
Sound. The protestors who had
blocked the "Ohio" had been
dispersed by the coast guard,
earlier in the day. The night
before the arrival of the Tri
dent, Hunthausen had joined
the blockaders in a "water
vigil." The Archbishop, along
with many other religious
leaders of Washington state, led
the blockaders in prayers for the
success of the doomed blockade
of the USS Ohio. Hunthausen,
although unable to participate
in the actual blockade, agreed
to serve as a personal reference
for persons arrested in the civil
disobdience.
On August 8, 1982, Hunthau
sen also participated in a rally
on an Indian Reservation, in
which the Archbishop led a
prayer for the crew members of
the USS Ohio, whom he said:
"are strongly desirous of peace.
"While we don't agree with
their methods, we have the
greatest respect for their devo
tion." Hunthausen does not see
the military as evil in itself, but
he does recognize that the great
fear generated by the military
and specifically, the nuclear
arms race, is evil.
As an instrumental figure in
inspiring the American Catholic
Bishops to make politically relevent stands, Hunthausen's ap
pearance at USD would be most
appropriate, for in the spring of
1983 the Bishops will gather to
vote on whether to accept the
Pastorial Letter drafted Octo
ber 26, 1982. The letter, written
by the Bishop commitee on War
and Peace, sharply denounces
the Reagan administration's
policy on nuclear armaments
and it calls for an immediate
freeze on the production and
deployment
of
nuclear
weapons.
The draft further calls on all
Catholics involved in nuclear
production to: "evaluate on a
continual basis their participa
tion in such work..." The let
ter further urges Roman Catho
lics in the military to adhere to
certain "moral norms" that
would prevent the injury to in
nocent civilains. In conclusion

presence at USD would be an
intregal part of USD's
"holistic" education, that the
administration is so fond of
stressing.
As the political manuverings
proceed, in the process to chose
a graduation speaker, those in
volved must keep in mind that
USD is affiliated with the
Catholic Church. The Catholic
Church's teaching is clear and
coherent, it deplores the arms
race. A spiritual leader who
does not fear to speak out
against the horror, the fear, the
terror of the arms race, would
be the most appropriate speaker
USD could have.

the letter, to be approved in the
spring, states: "We have judge
immoral even the threat to use
(nuclear) weapons. At the same
time we have held that the pos
session of nuclear weapons may
be tolerated as deterrents, while
meaningful efforts are under
way to achieve multilaterial dis
armament."
Although this would bring
relevence to the presence to Ar
chbishop Hunthausen during
the commencement ceremony,
it is also of great doubt whether
he will even be invited to speak.
The faculty commitee will
submit their recommendations
for a speaker to the administra
tion for approval, in turn the
administration must submit
their proposals to the Board of
trustees, who make the final
decision.
Generally speaking the Board
of Trustees of the University of
San Diego is a conservative or
ganization. USD's administra
tion is merely an extension of
their conservative thought.
"Hunthausen has a chance in
hell of being even recommended
to the Board..." a source is
quoted as saying, who wishes to
remain unidentified.
The Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, Bishop Leo T.
Maher is not necessarily as con
servative as some of the other
Trustees. In September of this
year Maher issued a 1100 word
statement concerning nuclear
arms, in which he compares
nuclear arms with the worship
of idols (i.e. the worship of
power).
Maher states: "It is pure and
simple madness to think that
Christian nations can defend
themselves by nuclear preemp
tion.
"The mere fact that we now
seem to accept nuclear war as
reasonable and Christain is a
universal scandal of the maxi
mal degree."
Maher stops short of calling
for any drastic actions made by

the United States, he does en
dorse immediate negotiations,
as he ends his statement: "Let
us never negotiate out of fear,
but let us never fear to nego
tiate. Life demands no less of
us."
It is too early to expect the
Bishop to comment on the
possibility of hosting Arch
bishop Hunthausen in the Spr
ing. However, should Maher
approve of bringing Hun
thausen to USD, he would have
to persuade the other trustees,
such as General Victor H.
Krulak USMC, retired (Kurlak
was in line to become the commadant of the Marine Corps,
but he was passed over by Presi
dent Johnson for being too
"hawkish") that Hunthausen's

Pope John Paul II in his encylical letter, "Redemptor
Hominis" states:
"We all know well that the
areas of misery and hunger on
our globe could have been made
fertile in a short time, if the
gigantic investments for arma
ments ... had been change into
investments for food at the ser
vice of life.
"The church has no weapons
at its disposal apart from those
of the spirit, of the Word and of
love.. .for this reason she does
not cease to implore each
'side'...in the name of God
and of man; do not kill! Do not
prepare destruction and
extermination for men! Think
of your brother and sister who
are suffering hungry and in
misery! Respect each others
dignity and freedom!"
It is of the most importance
that the Wisdom of John Paul
II reaches those in power and
that the cause of peace shall be
furthered. Then, mankind
might survive.

Letters—Continued
Dear Editor:
During the past week on our
campus, I have observed that
the Sigma Pi Fraternity mem
bers have had conflicting in
terests concerning Homecoming.
One of the most important
activities of Homecoming is the
election of the queen and her
court. Traditionally clubs,
fraternities, and other organiza
tions nominate candidates to be
voted on by the entire student
body. As with all elections the
secretary of justice and in this
case the Secretary of Athletics
(who happens to be a Sigma Pi
Member) set up guidelines to
enable a fair election.
The deadline for nomination
was three p.m. on Friday, Oc
tober 29th. As of three p.m. on
that day the Sigma Pi Fraternity
and the Barkmen had not turn
ed in their nominations to the
Secretary of Justice. Now much
to my surprise I see that the
Sigma Pi Fraternity's can
didates are in contention while
the Barkmen's is not. This is
because the deadline again was
extended until the end of that
day in order to favor the Sigma

Pi fraternity so they could be in
contention, yet the Barkmen did
not make this deadline and so
were not allowed to be in the
competition. Since the deadline
was extended for the Sigma Pi
fraternity nominations why was
it not extended for the Bark
men?
And was it fair to be extended at
all?
Is this really fair? Guidelines
are set up for everyone to
follow. Is this another case of
the cliche: Knowing the right
people in the right places (or in
this case being the right persons
in the right place) gets you what
you want?
If the Sigma Pi fraternity's
candidates win, won't we all
wonder how fair this election
really was, and how much con
trol the Greeks really do have?
I WILL!!!!!!!!!

Editor's Note: Although the
name of this letter has been
withheld by request, the author
is not a member of either the
Sigma Pi Fraternity or the
Barkmen.
More letters, Page 13
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Democrats

Bates Succeeds In
Congressional Bid
by Greg Bart
Cautious optimism filled
Congressional hopeful Jim
Bate's election suite at the Embarcadero Holiday Inn Tuesday
night. "How's Jim doing, is he
making out alright?" asked one
of the many Bates supporters
present. Upon being informed
that Bates held a very comfort
able 65% lead early on in the
tally, the man laid back in his
chair and after taking a sip from
his screwdriver, said, "Yeah,
Jim will show that Reagan a
thing or two up in Washing
ton." Around the hotel room
Bates partisans discussed their
candidate's chances on Capitol
Hill, while others gathered
around a T.V. set and looked
on as the Democratic Party
made steep advances in Repub
lican congressional seats and
governorships nation-wide. In
what Democratic leadership
termed "a referendum against
Ronald Reagan" a net total of
20 house seats abandonded
G.O.P. control.
A White House Press attache
refused to concede that these
and other state election results
would harm the Reagan Admin
istration's ability to proceed

with current programs as plan
ned. Citing historical precedent,
which has shown that the nonpresidential party generally
gains some 25 house positions in
an "off" election year, the
spokesman pointed out that
Republicans still held a slim
lead in the Senate.

Underdogs Prevail At The Polls
by Tim Durnin
Wednesday morning at 3:45
the race for the office of Gover
nor of California came as close
as it had come all night. A mere
2000 votes separated Tom

happening across the country
tonight California Republicans
had reason to celebrate. When it
was believed that Deukmejian
would win, again the excitement
swelled as what only two days

While elections were being
wrapped up throughout the rest
of the country, operations con
tinued at a fever pitch all across
the state. Back at Bate's suite
word spread that he would soon
make an appearance "shortly."
Not long after, Bates did in fact
enter the room, along with his
family and a host of bannercarrying friends. Plainly tired
from recent campaign activities,
Bates only allowed himself a
slight smile, which broadened
when news of his resounding
64%-30% victory over Shirley
GissenDanner was announced
on television.
Bates Democratic collegues to
the north did not always fair so
well, however. By 9:30, San
Diego Mayor Pete Wilson was
ready to announce acceptance
of his Senate election victory
over Governor Jerry Brown.

Initiatives

Voters Reject
Four; Accept One

by Greg Bart
California voters saw fit to
vote down 4 of the 5 major ini
tiatives on the ballot. Proposi
tion 11, the so-called "bottle
initiative" which would have re
quired beverage manufacturers
to place their wares in depositredeemable bottles, was
defeated 43% yes against 56%
no. According to election
analysts the proposition, which
only recently enjoyed a fair
lead, fell victim to the lastminute out-pouring of over
$8,000,000.00 by anti-11 forces.
Similarly affected was the antihand gun proposition 15, which
would have tightened state con
trols over the sale and owner
ship of small handguns, such as

Republicans

Saturday Night Specials. At
least $2.6 million was spent in a
successful last ditch effort to
turn back the Bill. It was de
feated 37% for to 62% against.
Prop. 13, which directed that
extensive water conservation
measures be taken in particular
parts of the state, was buried
amidst fears of greatly increased
water costs for individual con
sumers.
Voters also defeated the es
tablishment of an independant
reapportionment commission
by a vote of 45% in favor to
54% opposed.
After a vicious struggle, pro
ponents of Proposition 12, the
Nuclear Freeze Initiative, pre
vailed.

well. Not only would a local boy
be representing them in the
senate but many of them would
travel to Washington with him,
most winning their districts han
dily. Even those candidates
democrat Jim Bates ran away
with the victory by some 30 plus
percentage points. In the 45th
district Duncan Hunter (R) de
feated his closest rival Richard
Hill (D) by a very wide margin.
In local assembly races of intrest Lucy Killea (D) 78th dis
trict overcame her opponent
Jerry Baker (R), with relative
ease, while her democratic con
stituents Richard Roe (D) 75th
and Barbara Van de Water (D)
76th were both defeated by Sun
ny Mojonner (R) 75th and Bill
Bradley (R) 76th respectively.

Governor-Elect George Deukmejian
Bradley in a race that had been
given to GOP candidate George
Deukmejian by two major net
works hours before. Republi
cans and Democrats alike had a
long evening, waiting for the
results to pour in from across
the state. By 4:00 A.M. Deuk
mejian had pulled ahead by a
full percentage point. Before it
would end that lead would
dwindle to 5000 votes and then
finally at 6:00 A.M. George
Deukmejian would announce
that he was indeed the victor by
a mere 50,000 votes.
The mood among the Republi
cans at election central was
cautiously optomistic. As early
returns showed republicans
leading strongly, candidates
were quick to point out the
usually conservative vote of the
absentee ballots. But as it be
came clear their candidate for
senate would be victorious the
mood quickly changed to excite
ment and anticipation of his ar
rival. Regardless of what was

ago had been a dream, now had
become a very welcome reality.
The local republicans had
plenty of reason to be happy as

The final returns were not
available until 6:00 A.M. on
Wednesday for a good number
of the races as this election pro
ved to be the closest on all ac
counts, in recent history. The
floor at Election Central at the
Holiday Inn Embarcadero re
sembled Wall Street during
heavy trading and the excite
ment will most surely carry
through to. those candidates
who went home with the laurels.

Sigma Pi Events Calendar
Sigma Pi Presents:

"We Lost Our Shorts"
CAR WASH
Friday, Nov. 5th @ West Parking Lot

Price $1.50 Inc windows!
Pepsi refreshments!
Please Join Us!
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Weekly
Sponsor
Presidio Liquors

Sigma Pi

SON DIEGO

Congratulations on the "Thriller Killer Bash" of the Year
OFFER GOOQ THRU NOVEMBER 13, 1982
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Forum Sorts '82 Issues
by Madeline QUID
"We'd be lucky if one out of
four in here turn out to vote,"
said Professor Chambers to stu
dents at the "82 Election
Issues."
That would mean only 13 of
the estimated SO students par
ticipated int he 1982 elections.
The ASB/Student-Faculty Forum
had presented an informal dis
cussion on the elections at Mis
sion Crossroads last week.
Club members of Model
United Nations (MUN), the
ASB and other students gath
ered for a presentation with
three faculty members: Political

i\

Elias
HAIR DESIGN

V:

(

Science Doctors Chambers and
Gilbert Oddo and Robert
Spaulding of the economics
department.
All three speakers stressed the
importance of voting. They
pointed out less than 40 percent
of the student age group actu
ally voted. People about age 45
turn out about 45 percent but
those over 65, the senior citizens
tops both groups with a 55 per
cent margin.
One of the subjects, (Prop.
12) led into discussion of de
fense, nuclear arms and "life
and death" issues. Oddo said
there are "pluses" and
FULL SERVICE
SALON

\

I J
^

7608 Linda
760

Vista Rd.
U„
Mesa
College Dr. to Hwy 163

268-8865

Innovators of Creative Hair Design.
The ultimate in hair cutting, offering the best quality and prices you can think of!!!
PERM (Body, Soft. CurlyJ

WOMEN (Cut & Cond. Included)
MEN (Cut & Cond. Incl.)
COND TREATMENT
PRECISION CUT & STYLE (Blow Dry or SeV
WOMEN (Shampoo & Cond Incl.)
MEN (Shampoo & Cond Incl.)
FROSTING OR STEAKING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE & HENNA
SETS
FACIALS (Aida Grey Skin Care)
MAKE UP (Professional)
INDIVIDUAL LASHES
MANICURE (Women & Men)
PEDICURE (Women & Men)
WAXING (Full Body)
(Leg Wax)
(Lip & Eyebrow)
(Bikini Wax)
SCULPTURED NAILS
FILLS
WRAPS & REPAIRS
HAND PAINTED NAIL DESIGN (PER NAIL)
BODY WRAP
SPOT WRAPPING
MASSAGE (Full Body)
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI-CALIF. CURL—
(Cut & Cond. Incl.)
PERM RELAXER TOUCH UP
* *COUPON* *

Reg
48 00
4200
1000

First
Visit
35 00
30.00
600

1800
1400
40 00
30 00
20 00
30 00
8 50
20 00
15.00
1500
800
1500
60 00
35 00
12.00
20 00
4500
20 00
1500
200
40 00
1400
30 00

14.00
1000
25.00
20.GJ
1400
1500
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1500
1000
1000
5.00
10 00
40 00
25 00
7 00
1300
32.50
1500
12.00
1 00
2800
1000
20 00

50.00
35.00

40 00
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"minuses" in economic issues
but only "minuses" in the for
eign policy issues.
"I think something has to be
done about the convention of
nuclear arms," said Oddo.
"What a difference does it
make if you have five matches
and your enemy has eight?
You'll still burn down the place.
What we should strive for is ef
ficiency NOT sufficiency."
However, Spaulding points
out that more money has been
funded to Social Security than
in the defense budget. "We
have shrunk and Russia's
response is building up. It
would be great if we could get
the other side to freeze too."
The three professors con
tinued to encourage studentvoting, labelling a lack of con
cern as "political apathy." Ac
cording to them, the future be
longs to this generation and it
was up to the students to do
something about nuclear
weapons. They also warned
students would be victims in the
future if apathy continued.
Many students felt motivated
by the forum. "I came here to
learn about the water and bottle
issues (Props. 13 and 11)," said
senior John Capetta. "But we
dealt with the more salient
issues of the day from interna
tional recession to global holo
caust. What I did learn is not
how to vote, but that 1 must ex
ercise my right to vote."
MUN Vice-President Mark
Ginella said, "It was a good
faculty and student exchange.
I'd already voted (absentee
ballot) but I think there were
some enlightening views on
nuclear freeze and economic
issues."

Copley Library
plans Expansion
by Diane Kalz
The W.M. Keck Foundation
of Los Angeles has selected the
University of San Diego to re
ceive a grant of $500,000
towards the construction of an
addition to the University's
James S. Copley Library.
Hughes said the project,
which will more than double the
size of the existing library, is
part of the University's action
plan for campus development,
and has been assigned top
priority because of pressing
space needs. The existing fa
cility currently serves 2,882 full
time undergraduate students,
699 graduate students in the
College of Arts and Sciences,
and three professional schools
in business administration, edu
cation, and nursing. The stu
dents attending Law School are
served by the separate Law
Library.
The existing library is 24,000
square feet, and the proposed
expansion, designed to serve the

French, U.S. World Interests
The World Affairs Council of
San Diego, Inc. will feature a
dinner and address by Charles
Creittien, Director of French
Press and Information Service
of the French Embassy in the
United States, on Thursday,
November 18. Crettien will
speak on French and U.S. inter
ests in the world at the Sheraton
Hotel.
Crettien will comment on
areas of accord and disagree
ment in the Reagan and the Mitterand administrations; the
pipeline, the middle east, and
Central America. Born in Nice,

France, Crettien has spent much
of his diplomatic career in Nor
thern Africa.
Although Crettien began his
present appointment in May,
1982, he is no stranger to the
United States, having served as
deputy Consul General in San
Francisco, 1965-1967 and Con
sul General in Chicago immed
iately prior to his present post.
If you're interested and
would like more information or
reservations, contact the World
Affairs Council, House of
Hospitality, Studio I, San
Diego, CA 92101.

"MASII' IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND CAME
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On SaleTN ow 111
^proceed. to OVFAM

3,200 full-time undergraduate
students projected for 1985, will
add 35,000 gross square feet.
The new addition will house ex
panded collections, library ser
vice areas, seminar rooms,
reader stations, and study refer
ence areas. The estimated cost
of this project is currently at
$3.8 million.
"As a resource repository,"
Hughes stated, "the James S.
Copley Library is central not
only to USD's committment to
academic excellence, but to the
intellectual climate the Uni
versity seeks to provide for its
students, faculty, and the San
Diego community. It is the hub
of academic life on our
campus."
The W.M. Keck Foundation
grant was described by Hughes
as a "major step forward in ac
tualizing this vital addition to
the campus." He also expressed
the University's gratitude for
the "generosity and confi
dence" shown by the award.
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Science and Health

Planned Parenthood
Sets Herpes Workshop
"Herpes: A workshop about
the virus which has established
itself as an uncontrollable
epidemic and one of the most
exasperating for both patients
and doctors."
The Time Magazine recently
published a graph illustrating
the shocking reality of herpes.
—51% of herpes victims are
women
—95 % are Caucasian

—80% are 20-39 years old
—53% completed at least 4
years of college
—56% earn $20,000 a year or
more.
These are just a few of the
reasons for the skyrocketing
concern being expressed about
this virus.. .which afflicts
about 20 million Americans.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of San Diego will sponsor a

There's just about 30 days
left. No, not until Christ
mas ... 30 days until the 7th Annual
Great
American
Smokeout, Thursday, Novem
ber 18. The Great American
Smokeout is the light-hearted
event the American Cancer
Society sponsors, encouraging
smokers to pledge to give up
cigarettes for just 24 hours,
from midnight on Wednesday,
November 17 to midnight,
Thursday, November 18.
Mel Katz, co-owner and
manager of Manpower Tem
porary Services, is serving as
this year's chairman of the San
Diego Great American Smoke
out Task Force. Some of the ac
tivities planned to help smokers
make it through the day without
a cigarette include: "Survival
Kits" for business and industry,
a "Kick the Habit" evening
with Jazzercise, a member of
the San Diego Padres, San
Diego Sockers and Sam Bass of
KYXY Radio along with the
Jazzercise instructors, will lead
the crowd in exercises on
Wednesday, November 17 from

5:00 to 6:30 p.m. in Fashion
Valley, and a mini-smoking
clinic set for Wednesday,
November 17 from 7:00 to 9:00
p.m. at University Towne Cen
tre's Forum Hall to prepare
smokers for the big day.
According to a Gallup poll
conducted during last year's
Great American Smokeout,
nearly 4.5 million American
smokers did not smoke during
that day. One to ten days later,
2.7 million were still not smok
ing.
Over 52 million Americans
are still smoking. Nine out of
ten of them have said in surveys
that would like to quit. Give
quitting a try. Join the Great
American Smokeout, Novem
ber 18. Call your local Cancer
Society at 299-4200 for more in
formation.

A Chance To Take A
Day Off From Smoking

the
great *
american
smokeout

Stress Alert

HERPES WORKSHOP on Sat
urday, November 13, 8:30-1:30.
Four prominent professionals
will discuss the medical, social,
and psychological problems
that arise with herpes. The
workshop is targeted at the pro
fessional and the lay person
who wants to learn more about
the virus.
The subjects that will be
covered include medical re
search being done about herpes;
the medical complications
associated with herpes; preven
tion; emotional coping; rela
tionship problems brought on
by herpes; and personal respon
sibility.
Participating will be Dr. Mike
Oxman, UCSD professor and
chief of infectious disease for
the VA Medical Center; Dr.
Tom Key, Research Fellow at
University Hospital; Kris
Martel-Large, a registered nurse
and herpes therapist; and Nicole
Brooks, co-founder and coor
dinator of Santa Barbara's
HELP chapter (a national selfhelp herpes organization) and
author of the soon to be
published "Freedom From
Herpes."
The workshop will meet in
the Forum Hall of University
Towne Centre (above the San
Diego Federal Savings and
Loan). Continuing Education
credit is available for $15.
General admission is $10. Ad
vance registrations are sug
gested. For more information,
call 231-6820.

by Jessica Watson
Stress. Everybody at USD somnia, headaches (often
talks about stress and its effects migrains) stomach and in
on their lives! Stress is a result testinal problems (for example
of one's interaction with the en ulcers), nervousness, rapid
vironment but varies in degree heartbeat, alcohol abuse, etc.
and form.
If you have discovered that
In some forms, stress is ex stress is a negative influence in
hilarating—such as in a game of your life, it is necessary to learn
tennis or basketball or joyful— how to reorganize your lifestyle
like the emotion of love. These in order to combat the negative
types of stress can have positive effects. The first step is to pin
contributions to one's physical point the problem areas. After
and emotional well-being. The this has been completed, you
stress effects generated by hate, must learn how to effectively
anxiety, tenseness, and hostility deal with the tension. Stress can
can be harmful. Stress in itself, be managed. However, what
is not the culprit. Trouble oc works for one person may not
curs when the body's coping work for another. You may
mechanism goes awry. It is at need increased physical activity,
this time that stress creates its specific exercises, meditation,
own "target areas" in the body. elmination of stress inducing
Problems resulting from these situations or merely someone to
target area attacks include in talk to.

Expires Nov. 18, 1982

STUDENT SPECIAL with this ad

Skeaz

3eauty
Super Cute

298-5640

Guys & Gals

Located next to Presidio Liquor

EXCLUSIVE FOR USD STUDENTS

PUERTO
V A L L A R T A

IBD Seminar
Dr. Robert Riddell; Dr. Marvin
Ament; D». Drew Kelts; Dr.
David Jagelman: Dr. Dana
Launer; Dr. Richard Farmer;
and many others.

$ 2 6 3

Come join us in an educa
tional experience and learn
everything you wanted to know
about Inflammatory Bowel
Disease: Ulcerative Colitis &
Crohn's Disease. The public is
invited and admission is free.
Lunch is not included. Hope to
see you there. For more infor
mation please call 265-8934,
ext. 181.
For further information con
tact: Marci W. Siegel, Publicity
Chairman, N.F.I.C., (714)
299-6900.

JOT

Precision Haircut $8.00
Shampoo, condition, cut
& Blow Dry

For Your Information:

The San Diego Chapter of the
National Foundation for Ileitis
and Colitis is pleased to an
nounce an all day "Conference
on Inflammatory Bowel
Disease" to be held on Satur
day, November 6, 1982 at the
Vacation Village Hotel in San
Diego from 10:00 a.m.-4:00
p.m.
The Symposium will include
such topics as:
—Causes if IBD and Methods
of Diagnosis
—Nutrition and Diet in IBD
—Surgical Trends in IBD
—Medical Management in IBD
—Panel Discussion
The lectures will be presented
by the following prestigious
physicans: Dr. Gary Gitnick;
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Sigma Pi Halloween
RAGE!!! No other word
could describe last Saturday
evening's SIGMA PI halloween
ball more appropriately. It was
a bash that will be hard to
match. From pacer head butting
a valley girl, to swooper getting
his first low ball.
The party had it's beginning
in front of DeSales Hall at 8
p.m. Fortunately, everyone had
done their share of prepartying, making the bus ride
out to the Big Oak Ranch that
much more enjoyable. If you
forget to bring your canned li
quid dinner for the ride, you are
definitely not a "real USD
man." The brothers from
Sigma Pi would like to
apologize to the passengers of
the bus that ended up in
Tuscon. A couple of ruggers got
the driver trashed and they
decided to begin the Tulson
Rugby tournament a week ear
ly. Sorry!
Over 1000 semi-inebriated
students and friends unloaded
themselves on the 25 acre spread
east of El Cajon. Activities for
the evening included dancing to
the high rollers of The
Penetrators, drinking massively
with little regards to what, or
how much? Big Oak Ranch pro
vided the refreshments which
were consumed in traditional
USD style. Forty kegs were tap
ped and eliminated and 55
gallons of vino put to the grape.
The heat wave was enjoyed by
all.
The costumes ranged from
beautiful jeanies to chained indians without feathers. First, se
cond and third place prizes were
awarded to the best costumes.
First prize prize went to Scott
Honed and Greg Vickers who
were dressed as Mr. John
DeLorean and arrested escort.
Second went to a headless man
and third prize went to the blues
brothers. As Shrodder would
say, all the costumes were "Da
Kine" wow!
At the request of some

students, and as a public ser
vice, there are some an
nouncements we would like to
make public. John Pacer would
appreciate any information
leading to the whereabouts of a
piece of his forehead. Swooper
would like to know the location
of his dead chicken (chocked to
death) and it's assailant. The
brothers of Sigma Pi would like
to find John Cappeta. We hear
he's traveling in family circuses
and we would like to bring him
home to us.
The human mop up commit
tee started about 1:30 a.m. try
ing to get everyone on a bus
back to our country club on the
hill. This would not have been
accomplished without the ex
pert abilities of retired air traf
fic controller Mathew Deline in
cognito as Ant Jemamah. The
lives of five freshmen coeds
were credited as being saved at
this late hour by the big Oak
bush search team of Ledbetter
and Kownacki. Also, a special

Oxfam Follow-Up
Again this year, USD is spon
soring the Oxfam drive to raise
funds for world hunger. Oxfam
sends food to needy countries
around the world. It also sends
trained people to needy coun
tries to teach the communities
to develop their own resources.
Varied activities will again be
sponsored by various groups on
campus. Sister Tim in the Cam
pus Ministry Office will super
vise all activities.
There will be a dunking booth
sponsored by the Saint Francis
Seminarians on campus during
Oxfam week. Everyone is urged
to participate in this event.
There will also be the annual
events such as the MASH bash

and the rock-a-thon, sponsored
by the sororities, Phi Kaps and
Alpha Delta Phi.
The more support there is the
bigger the profits for those less
fortunate than ourselves.
Everyone is asked to help this
valuable cause by participating
in one or many ways. Every lit
tle bit helps, and there is no
limit to the need.
November 18 will be the day
of fast, people are urged to fast
and donate the money that
would have been spent on food
to Oxfam. Our short pain can
help us to experience the day to
day pain of those who are starv
ing suffer.

thanks to president Fidel Castro
McGuire who valiantly and
courageously led his troops to
oblivion. May God forgive him.
For those of you who lost
clothing items, i.e. shoes,
jackets, undergarments, etc.
please claim them at the USD
security office. Also, Father
Gibbs negociating and Confes
sion Service will be open to all
little sisters from 2 to 3 p.m.
prior to the next T.G. For those
of you who left their dinner or
lunch on the bus, we are sorry
buy you will not be able to
reclaim them. We hope that all
of you in attendence enjoyed
yourselves (for those of you
who remembered) and as for the
remaining student body, we are
sorry that you were not with us.
But we sincerely hope that you
will join us next year.
Thank You All
SIGMA PI FRATERNITY

Sigma Chi
Fraternity
Sigma Chi is a national frat
ernity that has been approved
by and is being organized at the
University of San Diego.
Founding Fathers on our cam
pus include Jeff McMillan, Jay
Geissinger, and Paul McDonough. They are working very
closely with the Sigma Chi
chapter at the University of
California at San Diego. They
have high hopes for the success
of this social fraternity, which
aims to promote the integration
of students with fraternity func
tions, such as socials, dances,
and building lasting friendships.
They will choose thirty guys for
the first rush class next
Fall/Spring. If you are in
terested in being a part of this
fraternity watch for more news
about Sigma Chi.

Letters

Liberals Are People Too
Dear Editors:
John Brandt's "Humanism
vs. Christianity" article appear
ing in last week's VISTA at
tempts to make Humanism look
bad in the face of Christianity.
It is evident that the attempt
was unsuccessful. Colored with
inconsistent, biased claims, the
article ironically makes it clear
that no real competition exists
between the two ideals. What
does exist, more importantly, is
a neat blending of Christian and
Humanist ideals which Mr.
Brandt and other extreme con
servatives like him, need to
recognize.
First of all, there is a blatant
contradiction in the article's
opening paragraph in which
Mr. Brandt defines Humanism
as the belief in reason, then
later, the belief in the creed: "if
it feels good, do it." The latter
creed is exactly the doctrine the
liberal, or humanist, wants to
reject. It is impossible to have
any social, moral, or political
bias in such a doctrine. But the
"liberal" just as much wants to
combat what appears to be
Brandt's fundamentalist Chris
tian ethic: "It's good and it's
right because God says so."
Again, this will never uphold a
just social, moral, or political
system. Consider the very ex
treme Islamic system (ie. the
Ayatollah Khomeini as Islamic
counterpart of Mr. Brandt)
which takes the exact same posi
tion as does the ultra-conserva
tive position. Further, it should
be noted that Christ himself
deliberately avoided political
hierarchy. This should not be
taken as if fundamentalist
Christians or such religious
freedom, be encroached upon.
On the contrary; at the center of
liberal philosophy is that there
be complete toleration and
freedom of religion.
Brandt fiercely attacks
homosexuality, equal rights for
women, and abortion, stating
that they contribute to destroy
ing the American family and
decadence of democracy. In the
area of human sexuality, many
humanists do recognize the
right to birth control, divorce,
sexual preference and abortion.
Concerning these issues, the
Humanist Manifesto of 1873
states: "Without countenancing
mindless permissiveness or un
bridled promiscuity, a civilized
society should be a tolerant
one," thus upholding the con
senting adult's right to privacy.
It is unfair and inaccurate to
consider this right "Com
munist."
On the topic of Brandt's
economics, it is questionable as
to whether human freedom is
truly compatible with free enter
prise. Our free enterprise
economic system seems to be
leading to a society in which
cries of "human freedom" are
mere payment of lip service to

an unattainable goal given the
present economic realities.
Undeniably the average resident
of Watts or Chula Vista is not
free in the same sense as the
average resident of La Jolla!
(Who can afford to be free?)
The conclusion that the
United States is a "great nation
being destroyed by the Human
ist philosophy and moral
decadence" is particularly
weak. Considering that our
country was founded on Hum
anist philosophy, (i.e. separa
tion of the church and stale.)
Humanism upholds the prin
cipal of moral equality in the attempt to eliminate all
discrimination based on race,
religion, sex, age, or national
origin. Democracy ideally in
cludes the voices of all persons
influencing the values and goals
that determines their lives. It is
significant that Jesus Christ ac
cepted people such as women,
homosexuals, children and
those with opposing political
beliefs—people Brandt con
siders socially unacceptable.
In view of Mr. Brandt's cry
for national power and its rela
tion to Christian versus
Humanistic ideals, I feel it is im
portant to maintain a broader
perspective. The threat of a
nuclear holocaust at hand
makes it imperative that we go
beyond the limits of national
sovereign and move toward the
building of a world community
in which all members of the
human family can participate.
Toward this end Christianity
and Humanism converge. I can
see no difference between the
laws of "reason" and the true
laws of God. Mr. Brandt is tak
ing an extremely short-sighted
view of Christianity if he thinks
it opposes fundamental values
of humanism.
Judy Newman

Blood Drive Successful
To the Editor:
This is just a note to say
thank you to all those who par
ticipated in the Semi-Annual
Blood drive here at USD on
Monday November 1. One hun
dred and forty nine (149)
donors contributed out of 180
potential donors that were seen
by the Blood Bank. This was
our second most successful
Blood Drive. Most of the blood
donated went to the University
Reserve Fund from which
anyone in the USD community
can draw from if the need
arises.
Again, thank you to.all who
took part in this very worth
while cause and to the Biology
Club who helped sponsor the
drive.
Sincerely,
Barbara Schmitz
Assistant Director of
Student Activities
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Rear Deliveries
Capture Top Spot
Led by Mark Yaffee's 2-run
homer in the second inning, the
Rear Deliveries defeated the
Free Agents 6-2 last Friday.
When Pilates Revenge were tied
by Snow Blind later in the day,
Tim Roche's team became the
#\ ranked team for the first time
this year. The Rear Deliveries
scored five runs in the first two
innings and then relied on
strong pitching, solid defense,
and a touch of luck to hold on
for the victory. The Free Agents
left the bases loaded twice and
saw a fifth inning rally die when
a Dave Navarro line drive
became an unassisted double
play for the second baseman.
Despite the loss, the Free
Agents held on to their number
three ranking this week.
A major baserunning error
was the key in a 4-4 tie between
Snow Bling and Pilates Re
venge. With the bases loaded
and one out in the bottom of the
eigth, Millsom lofted a fly ball
to deep left field. Heppel, the
runner on third, tagged and
scored what appeared to be the
winning run. It was not! Snow
Blind appealed at third. Yes, the
runner had left early and Pilates
Revenge had dropped to #2
while Snow Blind moved up to

the #5 spot.
Jim Kern All-American re
main the H ranked team this
week, but they will have a
chance to move up a notch with
a victory over the Free Agents
tomorrow. The All Dead Team,
idle last week, dropped out of
the top five for the first time
this season.

I.M. Tennis
Final Results
The Finals of the I.M. Team
Tennis began at 10:00am last
Saturday with George Mallinckrodt's team winning over
Mike Davis' team. At 11:00am
Lyn Rossi's team forfeited giv
ing the win to Maria Brightfill's
team. At noon Mike Davis'
team met Maria Brightbill's
team. Maria's team won and
went on to play George's team
in the final match. The I.M.
department would like to con
gratulate the winning team:
George Mallinckrodt, Cynthia
Haws, Dave Ryan, Sue Hillsabeck, Diane Katz, and Andreas
Ballestas.

BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.
Soccer
Looks For
Win
After a twelve day lay-off,
the Toreros will travel to Stan
ford on Nov. 9, 1:00. USD has
not had a win since hosting St.
Mary's on Oct. 3 for the
Toreros' only shutout of the
season.
USIU shutout the Toreros on
Wed., Oct. 27 for a score of 2-0.
USIU scored on shots by
Rachid El Bekraoui and Tim
Roberts. USIU goalie Jim
Myers had 8 saves while USD
goalie John Farley had 3 saves.
The Toreros are 0-8 in confer
ence play and 3-14 overall.

Brovelli Named
Hall Of Fame
University of San Diego Head
Basketball Coach Jim Brovelli
will join such greats as Bill
Russell and KC Jones with his
induction to the University of
San Francisco Hall of Fame.
Brovelli played guard for the
Dons' from 1960-64 and was in
strumental in leading USF to
two West Coast Athletic Con
ference Titles in 1963 and 1964.
He will be inducted into the
Hall of Fame on November 5th
at the Father Flynn Hall of
Fame Banquet.

'Creme' Goes
For Fourth
For the past three years,
Creme de la Creme has been
synonymous with I.M. co-rec
Flag Football champions. This
year may be no exception as
Michael Fowlkes' team enters
Sunday's championship game
undefeated.
With
Mo
McNamara at quarterback
throwing to Fowlkes and Jim
Schneiders, Creme de la Creme
will be tough to start. However,
Mark Tunney (Yes, he plays corec football too) has put to
gether a strong team to chal
lenge this dominance. Eileen
Fox, Val Skufca, and Jean Corley, are as strong a trio of re
ceivers as will be found in this
league. Even so, Creme de la
Creme defeated Tunney's Crap
de la Crap 19-12 the first time
out and a reversal of this de
cision does not seem likely.
Third place in this double
elimination went to the Fearless
Chickens. Linda Anderson and
Tina Burke each had touch
down
catches
in
the
"Chickens" 13-12 victory of the
Facers. It was David Longs key
extra point catch which pro
vided the margin of victory.

Football Playoff Preview
"The Latest Line"
Team
Cranks Crew

Odds
8-5

Backdoormen

9-5

69ers

4-1

SOMF

5-1

Sand M Boys

8-1

Elephant Men

15-1

'82 St. Francis

20-1

Muff Divers

50-1

Jerry's Kids

100-1

Phi Kappa Theta

200-1

Purple Helmets

Off the
board

Comments
Only undefeated team
left. Still a long way to go.
Need a better two minute
offense. DeRoche is the
key.
Strong front line could
be the difference.
Beat the 69ers once. The
second time is tougher.
Most spirited. Will need
more consistancy.
Tough to beat if entire
team shows up.
Will need all the help
they can get.
If the 49ers can win the
Super Bowl...
You have to score
to win.
Everyone make the
playoffs.
Well, almost everyone.

Abel's Angel Score
"Anyone who stays up until
3:30 a.m. bowling deserves
some type of recognition,"
commented one USD in
tramural midnight bowler. The
1982 fall semester Midnight
Bowling Tournament took
place October 15 (16th, act
ually) at the Clairemont Bowl.
Co-ed teams of four partici
pated in the late-night event and
most seemed to have enjoyed
the three round competition.
Abel's Angels took the tourn
ament title for their team ef
forts. Team captain Jack Abel
also swept the men's high score
title scoring 197. The high
female score went to Donna
Garafalo, also of Abel's
Angels, with a score of 156.

Lori Evans and Lou Magana
completed this winning team.
Looking for competition, Abel
stated "We hope to have more
students come out and try to
take the crown next semester."
In the same amusing attitude,
Abel revealed, "Actually, we
did so well because we needed
the t-shirts." That was about
the mood of the mid-night
bowlers—it was something dif
ferent, it was something fun, it
was something you do only once
in a semester.
This may be late in print, but
their recognition has not been
forgotten. Ah yes, and can we
forget the male and female low
scorers of the tourney? Con
gratulations Vera and Brian.

Thanksgiving Ski Trip

Think Snow
The USD Recreational Sports Club has put together
the ski package for you to Mammoth Mountain. The
price is $135, and the package includes round-trip bus
transportation to and from Mammoth, lodging at con
dominiums, and a shuttle service to the ski lifts. The
price does not include meals or lift tickets. The bus will
depart Wednesday, November 24, at 6:00pm and return
Sunday evening, November 28. A $50 deposit is re
quired by Friday, November 5. The no snow policy is if
there are less than three lifts operating 24 hours before
departure, the trip will be cancelled. Get your equip
ment together and tuned. Let's go skiing and think
snow!

Sports
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Ruggers Tie First
Game; Win Second
The 1982-83 edition of the
rugby team opened fall team
play last Friday night at SDSU.
The team fielded
two fifteen
man sides, and both the "A"
team and the "B" team had a
game. The "A" team came
away with a 4-4 tie vying against
a fresh fifteen Aztec each half,
due to a large state turnout and
a scrimmage setting. The "B"
team emerged victorious by a
margin of 10-0.
The ruggers opened practice
on October 2 and spent nearly
the entire month working on
fundamentals, agility and con
ditioning. The latter is of ex
treme importance due to the
nature of rugby which has been
determined the most physically
exhausting of all athletic en
deavors. They were able to try
their hand against opposition
albeit in the seven a side version
of the game, in the Coronado
tournament on October 24. The
"A" team finished a disap
pointing 1-2 while the "B" team
held their own, ending the day
at 2-2.
But fifteen a side is a differ
ent story, and it is in this true
aspect of the game that USD
has established their valor. Fri
day night proved no exception.
From the opening kick USD
dominated. The tone of the for
ward game was set from the
first scrum when the Toreros
drove the Aztec pack back
wards, or as said in the jargon,
"way off the mark." This was
essential because the ruggers
were employing a brand new
player at the hooker position in
Matty Sandoval, the former
starting wing. Tim Cams, the
team's fly-half, was quick to
establish the typical Torero
kicking game, which proved to
benefit the team on this night,
the team facing one of the finest
college back lines. Brad Ingalls

Toreros
Win At
Home, 24-7

and Doug Holmes were effec
tive punching through the Aztec
defense for key gains, while
Mark Richardson and Karl
Browssard did a fine job neutra
lizing the flat state wings.
Tim Beaulieu had his usually
steady game at fullback playing
opposite the Aztec's finest
player.
The game was a scoreless for
wards match until midway
through the first
half when
Aztec wing Chris Sanders used a
well timed kick and a defensive
lapse by the Toreros to race for
ty yards into the end zone and
give State an early 4-0 lead. For
tunately the easy conversion at
tempt was duffed by the Aztec
kicker. The action intensified
from there and a few minutes
later sophomore Brad Ingalls
broke through the line for an
excellent thirty yard run getting
stopped just shy of the end
zone. From there the Torero
scrum mounted a strong eight
man push and thanks to
"locks" such as Tim Hoffman
leg strength, enabled quick
thinking scrum-half John Cappetta to down the ball for the
tieing try. The Toreros missed
the point after so the score
stood at 4-4.
The second half pitted our
fatigued warriors against a
brand new team, with State re
placing all 15 of their original
starters. The Toreros, although
unable to score, played an ex
tremely fine piece of defense
with prop John Pace, and loose
forwards, Greg Harold and Tim
Kleir making vicious and timely
hits and counter-attacking ef
fectively. Midway through the
period the squad lost key player
Chris Pascale for four to six
weeks with a broken wrist. But
other than that it was a bright
night for Torero rugby.

Vista Staff Openings
In the course of human events, one
finds a few "truisms." One such truth
is there is always room at the top. In
this light, the Vista is now accepting ap
plications for the position of Sports
Editor. They do not end their search
there, but extend it to photographers,
that prized and valued breed. Contact
any editor in the Vista for more infor
mation. They can be found lurking in
the newspaper office or by calling
293-4803 and leaving a message.

Volleyball Ends
Competitive Season
by G. R .
The Women's Volleyball
team will be ending its season
soon. Vista spoke with the girls'
head coach John Martin recent
ly, discussing where the team is
coming from, where it is now,
and where it is headed to.
Coach Martin has been work
ing with the women's volleyball
team since its beginnings in
1975, and so knows first hand
the developement of the team it
self and within the context of
the USD sports program.
Over the course of the years,
the team has taken a decidedly
upward direction. Martin feels
that physically they are better
than ever, as each season they
continue to grow. Yet while
they now have better people,
they also have to contend with a
stronger schedule. The overall
competitive level has increased
as USD volleyball has gone up
to a Division 1 standing.
The division standing poses
problems as the other schools
have many of their players on
scholarships, and, frankly,
don't have the academic
requirements that USD has.
There are some scholarships of
fered, but not the full comlement that Coach Martin would
like to see. And, as in 1980,
there were seven exceptional
athletes that unfortunately were
not admitted to the school.
Coach Martin feels, however,
that because of the standards

Arcaro
imposed, the team is made up of
special type of people. They
know they have to maintain a
certain athletic and scholastic
level, and they do.
This year, the girls have had
their ups and downs. They
started strongly, with good
showings against Pepperdine
and Long Beach State, though
dropped those matches. They
did beat Irvine however, earlier
this year, and that was good
indication of the kind of
volleyball the girls can play.
The last four games have
been extremely close, as the girls
really worked hard, but unfor
tunately they dropped those
matches. This has created a not
unsurmountable problem. "It's
a mental thing now." com
mented Coach Martin. "We
lost some close matches and it
can be tough to bounce back
and become confident. I sense
we are not as relaxed as we
should be, and are a little more
hesitent."
In the next two weeks, the
girls will be playing four mat
ches on their home court.
Coach Martin hopes that there
will be a good turn out for the
games. He said that people who
go to the games appreciate the
sport more. "I'd like the girls to
get the recognition they deserve.
After all the time they put in,
it's more gratifying than the
final stats."

Excellent defense, passing
and rushing along with no inter
ceptions and only one penalty
gave the Toreros a 24-7 victory.
Our USD football team seem
ed to be returning to their full
potential for play last Saturday
when the Division II Cal Poly
Pomona team was embarrassed
in the Pit. Being a Division II
school, all of Cal Poly's team
members are on scholarships.
This, on the other hand, had no
bearing on the way the Toreros
handled the Saturday's game.
The main factor responsible
for the Torero win was their
defense. The defense played ex
tremely well and highly
physical. Defense connected
quite well with the other Cal
Poly players. For example, pic
ture Chip Jarvis, who played
superbly Saturday, coming at
you full speed with only one in
tention in mind, that is to stop
you in your tracks. The defense
was highly effective in their
stance against Pomona.
The offense centered around
Eric Sweet who had a smooth
day throwing 26 times with 15
completions. The rushing was
done by McAlpin (4) and Smith
(21) who together gained over
100 yards. The offense played
well although failed to capital
ize in several potential situa
tions.
The Toreros are now 4-4.
However, this Friday night, the
Toreros face the University of
Southern California J.V. in the
Torero Pit. This Division II
team will definitely put our
Toreros to the test.

Sr. Tim
Roast
On Sat. Nov. 6, 1982, from
6-9 p.m. BACCHUS (Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concer
ning the Health of University
Students) will sponsor its 2nd
Annual USD Celebrity Roast.
The roastee honored this year is
that famous Director of Cam
pus Ministry, Sr. Tim Malone.
Also known as UFO (Under
Five One), Sr. Tim will be
roasted by a select panel of
faculty and students. Preceeding the roast entertainment
will be a gourmet dinner in
cluding
both
alcoholic
(beer/wine) and non-alcoholic
beverages. This gala evening is
$1 with meal cards and $4
without meal cards.
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ALCALA WOMEN'S CLUB
is offering a:
CAKE SERVICE
for any occasion!

$15 includes
Ttn-AVMwvcit

NOVEMBER 18*
Coffee, tea, fruit Juice, or broth
may be taken.
Give your day's food money
(or whatever you can afford).

USD Food Service
will donate money
from meaia miaaed by atudenta.

Bring money to Sr. Tim's office, Serra Hall
Next to the Student Union.

OXFAM FAST DAY IS COMING!
Morning Prayer for the Poor and Hungry:
November 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 at 7:35 A.M.
in Founders Chapel.
Sign up for the day of fast (November 18th)
on November 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 in
the Main Cafeteria or in DeSales Dining Room.
Either there or in Sister Tim's Office
Serra 158 by the Student Union.

—decorated cake (chocolate or white)
w/message
—card with name of sender
—delivery to any on campus
residence or office
—Order forms available
in ASB office—(please
allow for one week's notice
prior to delivery)

flight & Tfajr
Formalwear Specialists

GRADUATES
$99 CLASS RINGS

after
Six

TRUST US
TO MAKE
YOUR PROM
PICTURE- PERFECT
FASHION VALLEY
(NEXT TO FASHION VALLEY 4 THEATRES)

Josten's — Changes your year or degree, resizes
or repolishes, replaces chipped stones,
free, free anytime.
Josten's — On sale at the campus bookstore
Josten's — Protects you with a full lifetime
warranty.

Representative
Nov. 10th & 1 1th
in the bookstore

291-7810

00
$5 ft
UNIVERSITY TOWNE CENTRE
+

Student
Discount

(NEAR ROBINSON'S)

453-8703
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